
DEPARTMENT OF SOIL SCIENCE & AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY 

DR. PANJABRAO DESHMUKH KRISHI VIDYAPEETH, 
Post Krishi Nagar, Akola-444104(M.S.) 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 
 

Hands on submission of application and screening test 

 
 No.HD/SSAC/MSPE/Contractual Post/ ADVT/ 1075 /2021                               Dt. 30/12/2021       

 

Hands on submission of application and screening test for one post of Laboratory 

Attendant in AICRP on “Micro and Secondary Nutrients and Pollutant Elements in Soils and 

Plants” is scheduled on 04/01/2022 at 10.00 am in the office of Head, Department of Soil 

Science & Agricultural Chemistry, Dr. PDKV, Akola. The essential qualification for the post is 

SSC + Diploma in Agriculture.  The engagement will be purely on temporary and 

contractual basis for eleven months or upto the fulfillment of the post on regular basis 

whichever is earlier. 
 

S. 

N. 

Post (Purely on 

Temporary and 

Contractual basis) 

No. 

of 

Post 

Minimum 

Qualification 

required 

Emolument 

1 Laboratory 

Attendant 

01 SSC 

+ 

Diploma in 

Agriculture 

Pay: Minimum Basic Pay of Laboratory 

Attendant + DA @ existing rate + HRA @ 

existing rate + TA = Total Pay(Minus) - 

10% of total pay = Total consolidated 

pay 
 

Job description : To render assistance to PI and Co-PI of the project for collection of soil, 

water and plant samples throughout the Maharashtra from farmers field, 

front line demonstrations, research trials, analysis in laboratory, operating 

the various equipments / machineries’ in micronutrient laboratory, 

correspondence and accounting, computer work, etc. 

 

Terms and Conditions: 
 

 

1. Age Limit-  Not more than 38 years ( Relaxation to category candidates as per rule)  

2. Leave and other benefits will as per existing norms of the university for the contractual post.  

No earn leave / medical leave will be provided. 

 

4. The appointment will be purely on temporary and Contractual Basis for eleven months or till 

the fulfillment of the post on regular basis whichever is earlier and incumbent shall not have 

any claim for regular appointment under Dr. PDKV, Akola 

 

5. The terms of the appointment will be co terminus with the period of eleven months from the 

date of joining of the candidate or till the fulfillment of the post on regular basis or based on 

the performance of the candidate. 

 

6. No. TA/DA/HRA/Accommodation will be provided for appearing in the screening test. 

 

 

P.T.O.



 

 

 

7. 

 

If the candidate do not perform duties of the project as desired, the PI has right to terminate 

the candidate without any notice. 

 

8. The time of reporting by candidates for the submission of application will be strictly at 10.00 

AM to 11.00 AM on 04 January 2022.  

 

9 Candidate should bring with him dully filled application form available on website 

(www.pdkv.ac.in) alongwith all essential original documents, identity card and one passport 

size photo. One set of Self Attested Xerox copies of the documents is to be submitted 

alongwith the application form serially as Caste Certificate, Caste Validity Certificate, SSC 

Certificate, Diploma in Agriculture, MSCIT, Diploma in Computer, Experience Certificate.  

Extra certificates other than mentioned above should not be attached to the proforma. 

 

10. The incumbent shall have to give one month prior notice, failing which one month pay will 

not be drawn or a pay for period for which such notice falls short in the event they 

leave/resign the assignment before the expiry of the tenure. 

 

12. Candidate has to submit a contract bond at the time of joining the duties 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sd                         

Head, 

Dept. of SSAC, 

Dr. PDKV, Akola 

 
 
  

 


